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Abstract

The coproduct of two frames A,B (equivalently the product of two locales, see Isbell (1972a))
will be shown to be given by the lattice of Galois connections between A and B (the connection
product in the sense of Isbell (1972b)). We show the inverse limit of a direct system of locales to
be given by the set inverse limit of the underlying lattices under the bonding antimaps (see Dowker
and Strauss (1975)). This implies the existence of infinite locale products.
We also realize the locale of frame congruences as a pullback in the category of locales.
Subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc. (MOS) 1970): 06 A 35, 06 A 23.

0

Let D be a distributive lattice and let a, b be elements of D. A relative pseudocomplement of a with respect to b is an element of x of D such that
yAa^b
if and only if y ^ x. Such an element is necessarily unique. A lattice is called
Brouwerian if a relative pseudocomplement of a with respect to b, denoted a * b,
exists for any pair of elements of D. For complete lattices this is equivalent to the
join infinite distributivity condition x A \Jxyx = \/x(x A Jo)- A frame is a complete
Brouwerian lattice, and a frame map is a lattice homomorphism of frames which
preserves the maximum element and arbitrary unions. The open sets of any
topological space form a frame and there is a contravariant functor from the
category of topological spaces to the category of frames which takes any continuous map to the associated inverse image map on the associated frames. If the
frame L is isomorphic to the lattice of open sets of the space X, we will sometimes
abuse language and say that L 'is' the space X.
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Frames have been studied in Dowker and Papert (1966), Isbell (1972a), Dowker
and Strauss (1975) and Dowker and Strauss (1976). Following Isbell (1972a), we
call the dual category to the category of frames the category of locales. Dowker
and Strauss (1975) have exhibited a concrete realization of the category of locales
as follows: the objects are the same as those of the category of frames, and to every
frame map / : L -> M is associated a locale map g: M->L defined by the formula
g(u) = \J {xeL \f(x) < «}. Then/can be recovered from g by the formula
(t)

f(a) =

f\{ueM\a^g(u)}.

We call / and g adjoint maps; they satisfy fg(u) J% U, gf(a) ^ a, and f(a) < u if
and only if a < g(u). A function g: M -* L is a locale map if and only if it satisfies:
(1) 9(/\*uJ=/\«9(u*)>
(2) g(u) = 1 if and only if u = 1,
(3) a*g(u) = g(f{a)*u),
where/is defined by (f).
Dowker and Strauss only state ^ in (3); the opposite inequality follows from(l)
as follows:
a A g(f(a) * u) < g(f(a)) A <?(/(a) * u) = g(f(a) A (/(a) * u)) < g(u)
g(f(a)*u)^a*g(u).
The equality (3) shows that the image of a locale map is a q-set in L (see Dowker
and Strauss (1966)), that is a subset S of L closed under arbitrary intersections and
such that if leL and seS then l*seS. Since the ^-sets in L can be naturally
identified with the sublocales of L this shows that a locale map admits a natural
decomposition into the composite of a surjection and an injection.
This note is divided into two parts. In the first part, we give a lattice theoretic
construction of the product of locales (coproduct of frames), different from that in
Dowker and Strauss (1976). We show that the product is given by a 'tensor product'
construction, the lattice of Galois connections, which has also been considered by
Isbell (1972b) and Shmuely (1974). We also construct the inverse limit of a directed
system of locales, thereby proving the existence of infinite products.
In the second part we consider the topological representation of distributive
lattices (Stone (1937); Gratzer (1971)) in the case where the distributive lattice is a
frame. We also exhibit the dual lattice Q'(L) to the lattice of frame congruence
relations of a frame L (Dowker and Papert (1966); Isbell (1972a)) as the pullback
of a diagram
Q'(L)
i
L

,

/(L)
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in the category of locales. Here I(L) is the lattice of ideals of L or (by our abuse of
language) 'is' the Stone representation space of L, and I(B(L)) 'is' the Stone
representation space of the Boolean algebra generated by L (Gratzer (1971)),
which is homeomorphic to the Stone representation space of L with the strong
(Nerode (1959)) topology. We note in passing that the construction which assigns
to a bounded distributive lattice its lattice of ideals is a monad (Maclane (1971))
in the category of bounded distributive lattices, and that the category of algebras
over this monad is equivalent to the category of frames.

1
Let A and B be complete distributive lattices; following Shmuely (1974), we
denote by A®B the set of mappings q>: A->B which satisfy q>(\Ja«) = /\<p(ax)
where {ax} is any subset of A, with the pointwise order.
PROPOSITION

1. If A and B are frames, then A®B is a frame.

(1) A0B is a complete lattice since (/\x<px)(x) = f\x((px(x))
meet for the subset {q>x} of A®B.
(2) A®B is a Brouwerian lattice; for/, cpeA®B define
PROOF.

defines a

= /\f(u)*(p(uAx).
ueA

Then

A

AA
a

UEA

and

«(V*.)= A «(*«)•
So qeA<g)B. But

A
UEA

(q Af) (x) < f{x) A (f(x) * <p(x)) < <pix)
and so

?A/<

9.
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Now suppose rAf^cp in A®B so that for all xeA, r(x)Af(x) < <p(x). Then
for all ue A, r(x) A /(M) < r{x A « ) A f(x A U) ^ <p(x A W) and so

This shows that q is the relative pseudocomplement in A®B o f / w i t h respect
to <p, that is q = / * cp and ^4®£ is Brouwerian.
We consider frame maps r\x: A-+ A®B and n2: B-> A®B denned as follows:

B

otherwise,

z if y # 0.,

for all x,yeA, zeB.
It is clear that rj^x) and /;2(z) are in A®B, that >/i(^i AX 2 ) =/7 1 (
for xux2 in ^4, that fhOv*) = 1^®B> anc ^ that r\2 is a frame map. To show r]1 is a
frame map, we must prove r]l (X/^xJ = V«'?i(-x:tt) where the union on the right is
taken in A®B. If {xx}<=A we note that if x < xx for some a then

So

Since the opposite inequality is clear, >?! is a frame map. We note that the r\{ commute
with arbitrary intersections.
The locale mappings %x: A®B-*A and %2: A®B-^B adjoint to rj1 and r\2
are defined by the formulae

as is verified without difficulty.
THEOREM 1. A®B is the frame coproduct of A and B with inclusion maps r\x and
t]2, equivalently A®B is the locale product of A and B with projection maps nl
and n2.
PROOF. Let i]/: A ->• Z and X: B -* Z be frame maps and p: Z-> A and g: Z -> B
the adjoint maps to \ji respectively X. We define \jj®X: A®B^Z
and
p<S)g: Z-* A®B by the formulae:

ij/®X((p) = V <K*) A X<p(x) and

p ®g(z) (a) = g{^(a) * z).

xsA
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Then iA®A will turn out to be a frame map and p®g its adjoint locale map.
First we show that \p®X and p®g are adjoint. We have:
cp < p®g(z)

if and only if

(p(x) < p®g(z)(x)

for all x eA if and only if

<p(x) < g(^(x) * z)

for all x e A if and only if

X<p(x) < iA(x) * z

for all x e A if and only if

iA(x) A Xcp{x) < z

for all x e A if and only if
A

«A® A(<p) = V "AO) M ^ ) < zAlso
•A®WAVB) = V "AW

A

H\B) > MIA) A A(1 B ) = l z

and
j A (/J2) = V <K*) A A((? i A (p2) (X)
xe/l

= \ / \J/(X) A A((i5!(x) A <p2(x))
xeA

= V ^W A ^ l W
=

\/

A

^2W

1^(X A M>) A Ap^X AW) A I(p 2 (x A w),

x,weA

l

A <p2) > V V ^ W A ^( w ) A ^•<i('l(;l

i A (p2) > [ V «AW A A ^ l W l A [ V
(<Pl)D A
but the opposite inequality is clear and so
\j/®X{(pl A <p2) = [(/r® K

and I ^ ® 1 is a frame map whence p®g is a locale map.
Furthermore,

h(a)) = V

and

= V 'A
X6/4

=V
Now let c: ^ ® 5 - > Z be any frame map such that crj1 =iA and ct]2 =X. Any
element of A®B is a union of elements of the form tjl(x)Ari2(y). So in order to
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check that c = ip®^ we need only check that crj^x) = ^®A(^ X (JC)) and
criiiy) = ^^KViiy))- B u t both of these follow immediately from the formulas
above.
To prove the existence of infinite products it will now suffice to show the
existence of inverse limits of directed systems of locales with all bonding maps
surjective. We note that any directed inverse system of locales has the same inverse
limit as one with all bonding maps surjective since we may replace each term Lx of
the inverse system by the intersection of the images of the bonding maps into Lx.
Now let [LJ a e D be a directed inverse system of locales with surjective bonding
maps gxfi\Lf^Lx
for a<j8 satisfying gxfi°gfiy = gxy: Ly-*LX. Let L = l i m Lx
where the inverse limit is in the sense of sets. Since all the gxfi commute with infinite
intersections, the set L has an order which admits infinite intersections and L is a
complete lattice. Then the set maps gx: L->La commute with infinite intersections.
Let b,ueL and define:

Note that if a > T > p then
9fia(9a(b) * ga(u)) = gfiz gj.gx(b) * ga(u)),
9p*(9x(b) * gx(u)) < gfit(gTX gx(b) * gTX gx(u)),
geJ.gx(b) * ga(u)) < gPz(gr(b) * gM)
so that the intersection in (J) may be taken over any cofinal subset of D all of whose
elements are greater than /?. Now if \i > fi, then

= 9 fin (A

= A 9p*(9*(b) * g,(«))= qfi
by the above remark. Thus the qf represent an element qeL. Now
b) = qp/\ g0(b),
gp(q A b) = gp(b) A / \ gPl(gx(b) * ga{u)),
a^fi

gfi(q A b) ^ gp(b) A (g,,(b) * gp(u)),
gp(b A ? ) < gf{u)
and so

b Aq < u.
We will show that q = b * u in L. Let x A b < u in L. Then
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and if a>j8, gf(x) = gPxgx(x) < gf.{gjj))*ga{u)). So
9fi(x) ^ f\ gfix(gx(b)*gx(u)) =
and so x ^ q and q = b * u in L. Thus L is a locale.
Note that the frame m a p s ^ adjoint to the gaf satisfy gx0ffix ~IdLx. Also we
may define/,: L a ->L by the formula [/..(x)]^ =ffia(x) since if j}>n><z we have

Then/a is the adjoint to ^a (defined by (f)), since gxfx{x) — x and if /? > a,
and so
Now

* A Z)], = [/.(*)], A

and
Thus the/, are frame maps and so the gx are locale maps.
Now if px: P->LX are locale maps such that gxfPf, =pa then the px lift uniquely
to p: P-*L which preserves arbitrary intersections. By uniqueness of adjoints the
adjoint r: L->P satisfies rfx = ra where the rx are adjoint to the px. If xeL then

x=\/Jxgx(x).So.
r(x Ay) = r (\Jfxgx(x A y)\

= x,pVi
since ifil/<fi, r^g^x) Ss rj^ gn g^x) = ^ g^(x). So
r(x;A >») = (V ra 5«W) A (V

and r is a frame map. So p is a locale map.
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2
In this section we will discuss the representation spaces of frames, considered
as distributive lattices. References for representation spaces of distributive lattices
are Stone (1937) and Gratzer (1971). If L is a distributive lattice we denote by B(L)
the Boolean algebra generated by L (Gratzer (1971), Chapter 10) and R(L) will
denote the representation space of L. We note that in addition to its usual compact
To topology a, R(L) has a stronger compact Hausdorff topology T, the strong
topology (see Nerode (1959)) such that (R(L),x) is naturally the representation
space for the Boolean algebra B{L) and the identity mapping (R(L), T) -* (R(L), a)
is induced by the lattice mapping L -* B{L). A er-continuous map -R(Lt) -»R(L2)
is induced by a lattice mapping L2 -»L x if and only if it is T-continuous. There is
a natural isomorphism p from the lattice I(L) of ideals of L to the lattice of open
sets of R(L).
PROPOSITION 2. The distributive lattice L is a frame if and only if, in R(L) the
x-closure of a a-open set is a-open. In this case p « v i » = T-closure p{i) for any
ideal i of L.
PROOF. If in R(L) the T-closure of a a-open set is <r-open, then L must be complete, for to any ideal i of L corresponds the <r-open set p(f) of R(L) and if / is an
upper bound for i then p « / » is r-closed and thus contains the T-closure of p(i),
which t-closure must therefore correspond to a least upper bound for i. We must
show the identity yA\fxxlx = \/lx(yAxx) in L. Clearly the left side is greater
than or equal to the right. So we must show V«(>'AXa) ^>" A \Jxx* o r equivalently,
T-closure \ (J (p(y) n p(xa))l => p(y) n r-closure F (J p(xa)l.

But this follows immediately from the fact that p(y) is r-open in R(L).
Now suppose that L is a frame, let / be an ideal of L, and let / be the least upper
bound of /. Then p « / » is r-closed and thus contains the T-closure of p(i). Let p
be a point of R(L) and suppose that Nis a r-open set withpeNand Nnp(i) = 0.
Then N contains a subset W = p«a»n\R(L) — p « i » ] with peW since such
sets form a base for the topology x. Then p(i')np((a))n[i?(Z,)- P«&»] is empty
so /)(i)np((a»cp((i))) and if xei then XAa^b. Then since L is a frame
(v/)Aa<6 and so p « / » n p « a » cz p«ft» whence p ^ p « / » . It follows that
p « / » is the T-closure of p(i) which is therefore weakly open.
PROPOSITION 3. Let L1 and L2 be frames and let <p\ L1^>L2 be a homomorphism
of bounded distributive lattices, and let R{q>): R(L2) -»/?(L t ) be the associated map
of representation spaces. Then cp is a frame map if and only if for any open set U of
we have T2-closure((R(p)~1(U))=(R<p)~1(ri-closure U).
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PROOF. Clear.
LEMMA 1. Let x and p be topologies on a set X. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The a-closure of a fi-open subset of X is fi-open.
(2) The fi-closure of an a-open subset of X is a-open.
PROOF. We prove only (1) implies (2). Let Tbe a-open and let Wbe its yS-closure.
Then [a-closure(Jf— W)~] nT is empty since Tis a-open. But X— [a-closure(A'— W)~]
is a ^-closed set containing T and contained in the /J-closure W of T so

W = X - [a-closure(X- W)~\
which is a-open.
COROLLARY

1. L is a frame if and only if in R(L) the a-closure of any t-open set

is x-open.
4. Let <p: L1-*L2 be a bounded distributive lattice homomorphism
between the frames L1 and L2. Then <p is a frame map if and only if whenever W is
x2-open in R(L2), then the a-closure ofR(cp)(W) is ix-open.
PROPOSITION

PROOF.

^

If q> is a frame map, then for any U which is o^-open in RiLJ, we have
. Now let

U=R(L1)-

[(

which is (Tj-open. Then:

(R<p)-1(U)nW = 0,
Tj-closureCCity)" 1 ^)) n W = 0,
(Rep)' ^Tj-closureCt/)) nW = 0 = ^-closureCl/) n Rcp(W),
reCC/) n c^-closureCR^ (W)) = 0,
and so
U =T 1 -closure(l/)
and
o-j-closureCRipCfF)) is -reopen.
Now suppose that for all T2-open subsets W of R(L2) the o^-closure of Rcp(fV)
is tt-open. Let U be a avopen subset of R(Lt) and let

W = R(L2) - [
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which is T2-open. Then:
{Rcp)-\U)nW=0,
UnR<p(W)=0,
U n (Ti-closmeiRyiW)) = 0,

= 0,
(JR9))-1(T1-closure(l/))cT2-closure((/?<p)-1(C/))
and so
= T2-closure((K<p)
since Rq> is T-continuous.
We can now characterize the lattice of frame quotients Q(L) of a frame L. Let
<p: L-^L1 be a surjective frame map. Then every o^-compact open subset of
R(L^) is the inverse image under Rep of a c-compact open subset of R(L). It follows
that the relative x and a topologies of the image of Rq> are isomorphic by q> to
the T! and ax topologies of R{L^). Now since {R(L^), xt) is Hausdorff, R(p is
injective on points, and i?(£i) can be identified with a T-closed subset of R(L)
with the induced a and x topologies. Proposition 4 shows that the (T-closure in
R(L) of a relatively r-open subset of R(Lt) is i-open. Suppose conversely that a
t-closed subset S of R(L) has the property that any relatively r-open subset of S
has t-open a-closure in R(L). Then since 5 is T-closed it is the representation space
of some distributive lattice quotient T of L, T is a frame by Corollary 1, and
quotient map L -> Tis a frame map since it satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.
Therefore:
PROPOSITION 5. Q(L) is naturally isomorphic to the lattice of x-closed subsets S
of R(L) such that the a-closure in R{L) of a relatively x-open subset of S is x-open.

The following corollary is essentially proved in Dowker and Papert (1966).
COROLLARY 2. The dual Q'(L) of Q{L) is a q-set in I(B(L)) and I(B(L)) is naturally
isomorphic to the dual lattice to the lattice of distributive lattice congruence relations
on L.
PROOF. The isomorphism of I(B(L)) with the dual of the lattice of distributive
lattice congruence relations on L is proved in Gratzer (1971). The isomorphism
assigns to a congruence relation C the complement of the image of Rip where ip
is the quotient by the congruence relation.
Let {Sx} be a collection of subsets of R(L) satisfying the condition of Proposition
5. The T-closure S of (J^S^ will be shown to satisfy the same condition. Let U
be relatively T-open in S. Then a-closure(C/n Sx) = Ux is T-open in R(L) for all a.
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Since [JXSX is t-dense in S, and U is T-open in S, we have

so

<j-closure(U) = enclosure ( (J (U n S j \ = cr-closure ((J Ux\
which is the c-closure of a T-open set hence T-open. This shows that the subset
Q'{L) of I(B(L)) is closed under arbitrary intersections. To show it is a ^-set we
must show that if T is a T-closed subset of R{L) and S satisfies the conditions of
Proposition 5, then T-closure((J?(L) — T) n S) satisfies the conditions of Proposition
5. In other words, if S is a T-closed set such that any relatively -r-open subset of 5
has T-open enclosure in R(L) then the r-closure M of a relatively T-open subset
N of S has the same property.
For this let U be relatively T-open in M. Since N is r-dense in M we have
[ / c T-closure(iVn U) and so <r-closure(t/) = <T-closure(Arn U). But NnU
is
relatively t-open in S and so ff-closure(L/) = <T-closure(iVn U) is t-open in R(L).
We now consider the diagram of locales

(#)

Our main result will be that the locale pullback of the diagram is naturally isomorphic to Q'(L), the dual of the lattice of quotients of L (see Dowker and Strauss
1975)). We will identify I(B(L)) with the lattice of T-closed subsets of R(L), ordered
by reverse inclusion, and I(L) with the sublattice of tr-closed subsets of R(L).
The set pullback of the diagram ( # ) is the set S of T-closed subsets s of R(L)
such that the tr-closure of s is T-open. Let {sx}xeJ be a subset of S. Then the
r-closure s of y a J a is in S, since
o--closure(s) = cr-closure / (J sa J = a-closure ( (J (<r-closure(sa))\
is the cr-closure of a T-open set hence T-open. For the diagram ( # ) considered as a
diagram of lattices this means that:
LEMMA 2. The set pullback of(#)
arbitrary intersections.

is a subset S of I(B(L)) which is closed under

Next we show:
LEMMA 3. Let Tbe a subset ofa frame Fwhich is closed under arbitrary intersections.
Then the set R = {teT\a*tsTfor
all aeF} is the largest q-set of F contained in T.
PROOF.

R clearly contains any <?-set of F which is contained in T. Now if
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{ua}c=R then if aeF we have a* /\xux = f\xa*ux which is an intersection of
elements of T hence in T and so f\xux is in R. If ueR, aeF and xeF then
so a*ueR and /? is a^-set.
THEOREM

2. 77?e locale pullback of the diagram ( # ) w naturally isomorphic to

PROOF. Lemma 3 implies that the largest q-sst of I{B(L)) contained in the set
pullback S of ( # ) is the set Q<=I(B(L)) where

Q = {seS\a*seS

for ail

in other words the set of seI(B(L)) (which we identify with the lattice of r-closed
subsets oTR(LJ), such that the er-closure of any relatively T-open subset of s is again
in S. But this is exactly the characterization of Q(L) given by Proposition 5. Now
L is just the image of Q'(L) in I(L).
We conclude that if A is an arbitrary locale, then any map of A into (#) factors
uniquely through
Q'(L)

i
L
so that Q'{L) is the pullback of (#).

•

I(L)
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